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The survey was conducted between the dates May 28, 2020 and 
June 7th, 2020. 
142 people responded to the survey. 

ineffective                                                                                                           effective

Our mission is to make fully devoted followers of Jesus. 



ineffective                                                                                                           effective

Does Westview have an effective long range planning process?

Is Westview open to changing with societal needs?

not willing            very willing



Does the church follow through on its goals and objectives?

rarely                 always

Does the church's organizational structure operate effectively?
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low participation        high participatipon



Does the church receive adequate financial support?

inadequate                    more than adequate
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no         yes
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Is the sermon delivery effective? 
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Is the sermon content effective in addressing the needs of the attendees?
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inadequate        very adequate

not at all             very much

Do you feel that you are known and accepted in the church?
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CREW Night, DYNASTY Night, SERVE

A gathering of 18 - 24 year olds meeting for study and community



Affirming the roles of women in a Christian context and providing a 
means of encouraging, equipping and edifying all women at 
Westview as followers of Jesus Christ.

Where men learn from God and each other how to be better than we are today.
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Seniors Small Group Bible Study

Exploring the basics of the Christian faith



Formerly Caring Groups, Community Groups are a place to 
experience authentic community, acceptance & belonging, and are 
catalysts for significant spiritual growth. 
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A school of Discipleship
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Resources to grow in your faith journey

Provides professional, affordable, and Christ-centred arts training 
for students of all ages



Westview's Baseball Team
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Connecting our local church body with external mission agencies in order 
to work together for the redemption and restoration of the world.
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Partnership between Westview Baptist Church and Canadian Baptist 
Ministries where WBC brings expertise, people and finances to work 
alongside CBM and the Association of Baptist Churches of Rwanda 
(AEBR) on projects identified by the ministries and churches of the AEBR.

Facilitating the ministries of Westview Baptist Church among 
neighbours of Westview and its members.



poor                  extremely positive
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poor          ideal

inadequate                 superior



inadequate                 superior

inadequate                 superior



How friendly are the people at Westview?

not friendly        extremely friendly

Does Westview welcome people from diverse backgrounds?

no              yes



What is your sense of the morale of the church?

low                      high
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not united                  united





regularly               rarely


